ROLLER BLIND INSTALLATION
(INSIDE THE REVEAL)
1. Mount the brackets
Each blind has two brackets – one male bracket for the chain control side of the blind, and
one female bracket for the pin end (or non-control end).
Hold the brackets in place, in your window frame where they are to be fixed.
Think about the fall of the blind fabric & position brackets so the blind will miss any handles
or latches etc. With a pencil, mark where the two screw holes will go. (2 screws per
bracket)
Drill a pilot hole in the middle of each marking with a 2mm drill bit.
Now use the screws provided to fix the brackets securely to the window frame.
2. Install the blind
Remove the blind from its packaging, however at this stage, leave the securing band around
it’s middle.
Slot your blind into the male bracket (chain side first).
Ensure that the chain hangs down freely and the ends of the guarded part are level across
the top.
Remove the securing band from the blind.
Hold the chain-side in position and move to the other side of the blind.
Retract the metal spring loaded pin slightly by turning the grooved plastic wheel – Then
guide the pin up into the track of the female bracket until it clicks into position.
3. Connect the chain-stopper
Your blind is now installed – it can now be lowered using the chain control. Once fully
lowered, place the supplied plastic chain stopper on the control chain where it enters the
chain drive.
TIP: Front rolling blinds need the chain stopper where the chain enters at the back.
Back rolling blinds need the chain stopper where the chain enters at the front.
Chain stoppers (one per blind) prevent the blind from being rolled down too far. You may
need to adjust the position of this chain stopper and test to get the best placement.

